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UNDERSTANDING AND HONORING WHO WE ARE 
 

Defining Male and Female 
 

There is no valid confusion with regard to male and female, for they are 

genetic, and they are expressed in human beings as specific physiological 

characteristics. The purpose of male and female is equally simple: 

procreation through sexual reproduction. 
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Host Possession and Sexuality 
 

The cause of what is currently labeled sexual orientation and 

transgenderism has been obscured, despite its identification decades ago by 

psychologists, and centuries ago by indigenous groups that referred to 

those exhibiting non-heterosexual tendencies as "two-spirits." Past lifetimes 

and their traumas can also complicate one's experience of gender, but here 

we will seek to understand those who have a non-corporeal attachment ― 

an unseen energy being living vicariously through the corporeal host. When 

this being is of the opposite sex, the host may be attracted to members of 

their own sex and/or otherwise experience a sense of not fitting into their 

own male or female body. 

In the early twentieth century, de-possession was the treatment used 

successfully by many psychologists who freed their patients of the 

influence of parasitic entities, whether that influence was expressed as 

sexual preference, addiction, violence, or other traits. However, the 

pharmaceutical industry promoted drugs as the primary treatment for all 

maladies, with the co-opted medical establishment adopting surgery and 

other invasive treatments as the only alternatives. 

A fact suppressed for some time is that many human beings have 

unknowingly become bound to beings without bodies ― beings that 

hunger for physical existence and that attach themselves to the unwary in 

order to siphon energy and thereby experience the pleasures of physicality. 

Any who suspect they may have such a "hitchhiker" can deny consent to 

be attached by any non-corporeal entity. 
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In the words of a child who suffered such an invasion: "I love you, but you 

have to go now." The child repeated that mantra nightly and, thanks to the 

Universal Law of free will, the entity had to leave. 

Non-corporeal entities do try to use fear or inducements or trickery to keep 

or renew the connection to the host, including through dreams, but they 

must obey if the host or potential host continues to deny consent. Note 

that living, corporeal people can also bind others, effectively becoming 

energy vampires, whether on the astral level in dreams or on the 

unconscious level, often through "pressing one's buttons" of guilt or 

shame, fear or anger in waking interaction. 

Regardless of the form parasitic energy harvesting may take, human beings 

always have ultimate control and power through denial of consent. 

Prevention is achieved through learning to shield one's energy field and 

through addressing traumas and other weaknesses that affect the psi field. 
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Defining Masculine and Feminine 
 

Men and women are not the same in terms of their physical, emotional, 

and mental characteristics, nor in their respective roles in procreation, but 

they are equally valuable members of the human race. 

Although various cultures have imposed roles and have designated 

characteristics they define as masculine and feminine, coercing men and 

women to adapt to cultural expectations of behavior in order to fit into 

society and also excusing devaluation of women in particular, masculinity 

and femininity are more accurately defined as qualities of energy. 

In reality, all human males and females have within them both forms of 

energy ― the masculine and the feminine. The difference is only a matter 

of the relative proportion, and that proportion is unique to each individual. 

Thus, not only do men tend to have a greater percentage of masculine 

energy and women a greater percentage of feminine energy, but individual 

men may have a greater share of masculine energy than others, and 

individual women may have a greater amount of feminine energy than 

others. 

There is no right or wrong amount or proportion of sex energy as an 

isolated quality. Balance is not quantity of masculine or feminine energies, 

but the true acceptance within each individual of his or her natural traits. 
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To paraphrase a line from a movie, "Source loves infinite variety." That 

being said, while we each must recognize and honor variations among us, 

the goal of soul development is to achieve and integrate at 45/55 balance 

of all energies in the soul/spirit package to include the balance of the 

masculine and feminine within us. As within, so without: This also goes for 

any pairing of male and female energies combined and embodied in two 

people in sacred union with Source. 
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TRAITS OF SACRED ENERGIES 
 

The Divine Masculine and Divine Feminine are not something we become; 

they are something we are. In accepting, embracing, and integrating these 

qualities, we allow ourselves to be the true versions of ourselves. 
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Divine Masculine 
 

The most common traits of the masculine are the protector and the 

warrior. 

The Divine Masculine man is guardian of the family, tribe, group, or 

people. As the protector and warrior he must show courage and be fearless 

in his pursuit of his calling and status as the protector. 

He stands in power ― not external power but internal power and strength. 

He learns to understand his power and endeavors never to abuse it. 

He brings calm, harmony, and peace to every situation he faces, with the 

fierce inner determination of protecting at all costs. He deals with all types 

of conflicts in a balanced manner and exhibits no anger, rage, or weakness. 

He seeks to resolve issues, concerns, and conflicts, not escalate them. 

He teaches the other males not yet ready for full responsibilities how to be, 

how to act, and how to engage, by setting the example. 

He is the beacon of trust for those he is designated to protect. He becomes 

a pillar of the family, tribe, group, or people by caring, nurturing, and 

supporting all of those around him. He brings confidence, trust, and surety 

to all. 

He behaves with the utmost respect, and he shows honor to all around him 

and to all who put their trust and faith in him. 

He acts at all times with decency, common courtesy, and integrity. He 

speaks and operates in truth and honesty at all times. 
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He acts with a purpose, shows strength, is responsible, and demonstrates 

good leadership qualities. He leads not with an iron fist, but with a 

calmness, openness, and assured manner, and in cooperation with the all. 

He acts in kindness, consideration, and love. 

He recognizes, protects, and honors the Divine aspect of the feminine, so 

that they may complement and embrace each other as equals. 
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Divine Feminine 
 

Like her Masculine counterpart, the Divine Feminine comes in all sizes, 

shapes, and colors. 

She is whole, perfect, beautiful, joyful, blissful, harmonious, kind, inspiring, 

confident, adventurous, fun, and nurturing. 

She is a creator, a leader in her own right, equal, and full of wisdom. She is 

elegant and graceful, with a touch of wildness, and may be a tomboy at 

times of fancy. 

She is one with the Divine Love, which is the Oneness of the all. 

She starts off as the little girl with charm and innocence and curiosity for 

life around her, being full of joy and wonder. Her laughter trickles across 

the pathways as she dances her way into the magical world of life. 

She approaches adolescence with dignity and cherishes her growing body. 

She discovers her unique talents with love and care that brings much joy in 

her heart. She learns about her Divine Mind and the Oneness with the all. 

She remains joyful and full of life in this new experience of being. 

As a young woman, she learns her body is a temple to be cherished and 

respected on all levels. When she enters a room, she shines her very unique 

special star with an elegance and grace that is felt by all. She reaches new 

heights of inspiration in unity with the Oneness of it all, her creativity and 

her being now on a higher level of maturity.  
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No longer is it done that a woman has to marry or bare children just 

because that is the thing to do. No, the Divine Feminine follows her bliss, 

her joy, what makes her heart sing with delight and dance with vitality. 

New adventures are the way forward to self-discovery on every level. 

No longer required to have many to find her one true love, she honors the 

Divine Masculine and knows her love-mate will match her frequency in a 

special connection with the purity of Divine Love at their heart points. The 

two united become the Oneness with the all ― and how their hearts beat to 

the rhythm of joy, bliss, and Divine Love! Seeking to love, inspire, nurture, 

care, make love from pureness and new adventures, to experience the total 

fullness of life and joy together in unity and respect for one another and 

creativity on a whole new level, they experience the being of pure love. 

As she reaches the maturity level of the Divine Feminine, she remains 

young at heart and full of life, continuing to explore the even more 

wonders of life on a different level of creativity. Life experiences do not 

end or become stagnant. There are endless possibilities to become, enjoy, 

and experience the fullness of life on every level of being with the Oneness 

of the all and with her love-mate. 

When the times arrives to end this game of life, she gracefully and happily 

leaves her smile behind and returns home, from whence she came before 

she decided to come to planet Earth to experience the absolute enjoyment 

of being a human.  
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PURPOSE OF THE JOURNEY 
 

The mission of the Divine Masculine and Divine Feminine is to harmonize 

and change the vibrational frequency of this planet. It is a uniting-as-one in 

physical life on Earth, a journey on which to emanate unconditional Love 

and Divine Creativity through the process of unification and rejuvenation. 

The purpose of uniting in the physical is to bring in the higher frequency of 

Divine Love on Earth during this period of the great frequency shift and 

the possibility of Ascension. 

In emanating Divine Love, the union of Divine Masculine and Divine 

Feminine frequencies is also establishing a new way for HU-mans (Higher 

Universal man) to join in soul-mate sacred unions. This is a pathway 

beyond the fear-based third-dimensional relationship template of conflict, 

control, and separation that manifests in co-dependent relationships. The 

sacred union of the Divine Masculine and Divine Feminine is a partnership 

in a pure harmonic flow of unconditional Love. It is a frequency on a 

higher dimension being anchored here. 

The union of the Divine Masculine and Divine Feminine is about the 

freedom of love and trust, developing understanding that goes beyond 

conditional expectations. It is a pathway of Divine surrender to a new pure 

harmony and creativity. Note that it is a pathway, a journey, not a get-out-

of-jail-free card.  
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There is no hierarchy within this true system. Everything is equal, 

everything in balance, everything in harmony and harmonic. So, together 

we become the beacons we were always meant to be. 
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